
PLANETPLANET
Encouraging ethical treatment
of the planet through
geographic enquiry

PROPERTYPROPERTY
Exploring the ways in which
geospatial data inform
property rights

PEOPLE
Empowering communities
seeking social, environmental,
and economic justice through
geospatial data and tools

PEOPLE

POLITICS
Investigating how governments
use data to draw maps, inform
policing, and surveil citizens

POLITICS

Defining our rights to privacy in
an age of location tracking

PRIVACYPRIVACY
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The American Geographical Society's
EthicalGEO Initiative seeks to activate
thinkers, innovators, entrepreneurs,
policymakers, practitioners, students, and
everyday citizens and bring them into a
global dialogue that shines a light on their
best ideas about the ethical challenges and
opportunities posed by the many
geospatial technologies and data sources
that are reshaping our society.
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our priorities

Ethics is about how

we ought to live

together.  The creation

of and access to

[geographical data]

means we live

together differently

today than we did

before.  That’s

potentially a very

good thing, but for it

to be good, we must

do the hard work of

deciding who we are

in relation to our data.

Michael Rozier, S.J., Ph.D.
2019-2020 EthicalGEO Fellow

FELLOWSFELLOWS
EthicalGEO supports research fellows
tackling issues at the intersection of
ethics and geospatial sciences.
EthicalGEO Fellows are using high-tech
survey tools to empower informal land
rights activists, providing low-tech
training for communities experiencing
environmental injustice, evaluating
individual conceptions of privacy,
providing educators with resources to
teach students about geoprivacy, and
more.

MEETINGSMEETINGS
EthicalGEO Fellows and
representatives attend leading
geographic conferences including
American Geographical Society's
keystone Geography 2050 Symposiums
to raise awareness about EthicalGEO. 

BLOGBLOG
The EthicalGEO Blog and social media
platforms explore our priority issues
and spur conversation with the public.

DATABASEDATABASE
EthicalGEO is assembling an online
reference database with resources for
researchers working to understand
ethics and geospatial technology.

 

BECOME PART OF THE
DIALOGUE...

@EthicalGEO

info@ethicalgeo.org 

+1 917 745 8354

32 Court Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

www.ethicalgeo.org


